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            TwitterWatcher

            
              Your early #crypto black swan detector.
                

                TwitterWatcher is a unique crypto signal provider.
                

                We create technical signals based on a mix of technical analysis, sentiment and psychology.
            

          

        

    

    
    
        
          

          
              
            Check our monthly results

            
                We are providing a detailed look at gains and losses in our system.
                In the detailed reports for every month, You can see how our system performs for the most popular coins, every day.
            

            
             View current report
            
            

          

          

    

    
    
      How TwitterWatcher works?

      
        
          
              Observe
          

            

          We observe all tweets  with selected #tag. Always listening and adding the data to our records.

        

        
          
              Analyse
          

            

          Performs  a machine learning sentiment analysis on every tweet. We are scoring the content of a tweet and deciding if this is a positive, negative or neutral message.

        

        
          
              Inform
          

            

          Based on technical analysis as well    as sentiment data we are preparing  the summary for you. 
            
	Sentiment alerts - whenever a significant change will happen in the tweets.
	Technical signals - whenever our system believes there will be a change in the price (technical and sentiment indicators).


          
        

        
          
              
                  Benefit
              
          

          Based on our data make the decision that will help you benefit. 
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                Marcin Mucha

                
                  15 years in Account Management & Sales
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                Lukasz Wedel

                
                  18 years in Operations & Development
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                Piotr Wilczyński

                23 years in Trading
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                Michal Niedojadlo

                7 years in Development
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                Ivan Markeev

                18 years in Development & ML
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                Tomasz Flis

                18 years in Development & ML
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              Justyna Wedel

              
                5 years in Design & Web Development
              

            
            
           
          

      

    

    
    
    
        
          Cooperation opportunities

            
                We are offering TwitterWatcher service in the SaaS model for the B2B market.
                

                

                If you want to support your traders with an effective tool that will increase their profits feel free to reach out
 to Marcin Mucha - CEO at TwitterWatcher via LinkedIn and schedule a presentation with a live demo of the platform.
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